
INCREASE STUDENT
ENGAGEMENT

I want to work with the sabbatical team & the
science societies to host events in order to garner
interest in the SU and its affairs while giving this
year's and next year's 1st years a proper
introduction to college life (exact nature of events
subject to restrictions). I would also work closely
with my fellow college officers and Oifigeach na
Gaeilge to help grow the relationships between the
students across all colleges in UCD. I would also
grow the existing online presence in an effort to
improve communication with students.

STUDENT FACILITIES

I would use the recently established O'Brien Centre
for Science user's forum to fight for better facilities
for students in the college of science. For example I
would fight for the reinstallation of microwaves in
the science hub, the replacement of the broken
microwave in science north and the installation of
more staplers around science. I would also lobby
for the introduction of more seating, in particular a
designated student space to be used by the
students of science, compsci and BAFS. I would
also investigate the possibility of repairs being
carried out on the sockets in science east that no
longer work. Finally I would lobby for the inclusion
of a dedicated student space to be included in the
redevelopment of science north and west.

ENVIRONMENTAL CAMPAIGNS
AND ISSUES

I would continue the work of previous college
officers to work towards the installation of proper
bins in the science building, much like those that
exist already in other colleges. I would also work
with the environmental campaigns coordinator to
support students in the college of science who wish
to get involved. Additionally I would relish the
opportunity to work with students in the college of
science who want to propose environmental
initiatives pertinent to science.

SUPPORTING STUDENTS

I would use my role as college officer to actively
work to support the students of science, compsci
and BAFS to the best of my ability. I would run
office hours on a weekly basis and I would look into
collaborating with the science societies and student
advisor to host coffee mornings on a fortnightly
basis. Additionally I would assist the mental health
campaigns coordinator and the welfare officer to
lobby for more funding for mental and physical
health services in UCD. I would also be lobbying for
the reintroduction of provisional grade periods. I
would also work with the sabbatical team to lobby
for the introduction of a reading week for the
college of science.

REPRESENTATION

As someone with experience in representing my
fellow students, I know just how effective having
more voices on your side is. I want to work with the
C&E and ENTS officer to drive class rep
recruitment, invite non-SU stream reps to attend
college council and increase the frequency of
college council. I would also work with the
education officer to investigate what boards and
committees we can push for more student
representation on.

Register to vote now!
Go to vote.ucdsu.ie/registration

Vote Fagan #1 this March 31st
& April 1st - Your candidate
for positive change with
direction and magnitude!
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